Abstract: Returning to Sam
A search story for identity is a fairly universal trope and not too hard to come by in most texts. Many critics of Shepard say very little when it comes to praise for Kicking a Dead Horse. Most critics feel the play relies too heavily on well-worn Shepardian themes such as family dysfunction, failed fathers, and overall domestic discord. In "Horse Can't Head into the Sunset in Sam Shepard's New West," respected drama critic Charles Isherwood notes that "Kicking a Dead Horse is a disappointingly arid lament for America's lost ideal and despoiled frontiers, a blunt position paper from a playwright whose best writing is rich in mystery and oblique but potent imagery." Isherwood is a respected and astute critic of the theater; however, his dismissal of the play as a "blunt position paper" misses the mark within the context of the New West and how it demystifies classic Westerns' appeal to myth and nostalgia and where audiences of the legendary For Struther, the aesthetic appeal of "saloon art" grants him more than humble returns as he morphs from prairie cowpoke into Manhattan art dealer; however, the magic in this sleight-of-hand by Shepard is not so much the character, but the object itself-Western art. The Remingtons and Russells Struther acquires in broken-down road houses and sour smelling saloons are merely wall ornaments to the whiskey drinking, working class clientele; yet for Struther, the weathered paintings that adorn these questionable establishments is so much more. The paintings are texts of rich meaning, celebrations of a bygone era, and art waiting to be appreciated in both critical and commercial realms. The texts once thought to be dead and decaying behind bars have now, thanks to Struther's intervention, been reappraised, and the art is rejuvenated and regenerated for an audience soberly aware of its merit and monetary rewards. Clearly, one cowpoke's trash is another art collector's treasure. This passage is replete with meaning about life's purpose, the meaning of art, and the toll of a disposable culture of commerce.
Struther no longer finds worth in either himself or the art he discovered. His aesthetic and overall sense of self is lost as he tries to communicate to any and all who listen how what once held wonder for him is now relegated to waste. Struther's description of "wrapped"
Remingtons and "impaled" Russells being crushed by the speeding yellow taxis is akin to a surrealist nightmare. Phrases such as "the big shot," "somewhere along the trail," "the thrill of the kill" and of course "hankering," all echo the tight-lippedlanguage of a lonesome cowboy of the trail. At this juncture of Struther's life, his words appear to be an inadequate attempt to recapture the authenticity he desperately seeks; at worst, his words remain hollow and are easily dismissed as ineffective bravado.
It is this language, land, and fatal task that contribute to Struther's inability to immerse himself in the environment; in addition, now that he has successfully sold off his business, personal belongings, and lucrative art career out East, his new found liberation has left him with little hope of returning to the urban business world. He is now Discarding the spurs, Struther laments "You can't find them anymore" (35). Struther's small assessment of the hard-to-find spurs addresses the finality of the drama and the act of discarding. In this minor aside, and seemingly routine gesture, easily missed (the spurs fall after the saddle but before the hat), the words apply to the extinction of all things, but more specifically the Western myth of endless frontier, the "Sentimental Claptrap" The wind, the rain, and the mighty mythos behind the West with its heroes, theatrical showdowns, and riding off into the sunset, are encapsulated by a single hat that Struther favours greatly. The hat may as well be the cosmos for Struther, and it also serves as an umbrella-protector to Struther's belief system. Tossing the hat aside is no small thing; it is an acceptance of the almighty horse-graveabyss and the ultimate act of renunciation for what Struther believed to be real and perhaps even sacred.
There is even more to this hat trick performed by Shepard. When we consider the "classic" Western films we see the popular appeal of Westerns-simple dichotomies. A white hat is good, a black hat bad; a hero is wholesome, a villain demonic; an individual is honest, corporations corrupt. And so on. These Saturday matinees were mass produced, and due to the genre's setting being conveniently found in Hollywood's backyard, plenty were made and the Western genre thrived. Quick action, simple romance, speedy justice, and sublime vistas were the ingredients often employed to cook up a Western film.
Yet, despite all of its appeal, the Western understandably fell out of favor-somewhat like the Remingtons and Russells that Struther discovers in the dives-for the very things that made it popular.
Racism, violence, and cultural imperialism became disagreeable factors, but factors well worth studying and discussing when one considers the impact of the Western genre. The Western is not as simple as Struther thought. There is complexity underneath this hat. Varro notes how the clown is a character of "'outcast status '" (206) that captivates in an audience and argues that the "audience feels compelled to laugh at the 'otherness' of clowns" and that these characters of the absurd "face a void, since they lack any kind of spiritual affirmation… they linger on in a senseless universe that One of Varro's many provocative points is an endnote where she explains the representation of the dancer:
The woman remains a mystery, since she is unnamed, unrecognized, and speechless-this describable in mostly negative
terms-yet there is a distinct force attached to her presence. She is like mother earth, the spirit of the land, or a figment of memory, the abstract representation of past itself. The fact that Hobart ignores her presence takes on relevance exactly because of these possible symbolic associations inherent in her figure. What makes Shepard's musical selection particularly exciting is the genre of music he chooses for this play and its character. Instead of Shepard's typical use of rock and roll (a form he as a musician and playwright is no stranger to) he opts for an old and more established genre, folk music. Rock music is exciting, sexy, and at best inspiring.
It is infused in commercials, television programs, sporting events, and cinema. But, as attractive as it is, when compared to other genres it is relatively new and temporal. Hits in the rock world make a vibrant splash but are soon replaced by other equally or more vibrant sonic splashes in weeks or days depending on the tune's virility. Though Horse, it might very well be this daring play between "regeneration" and "destruction" that engages audiences of myth-making in the West.
Shepard revels in the space between "regeneration" and "destruction" and though the Western hero and his horse perish, the playwright's use of Western paintings and folksy, old-time music reassures us in the creation and complexity of modern art. For Shepard, his play interrogates the easy fix of nostalgic myth yet invests in the resiliency of art. The West's canned imagery of the past is not renewable and is unable to sustain Struther-these same elements are employed but only to be quickly dispatched. Yet the elements of dance and song are not as easily dismissed and beautifully illustrate the resilience and endurance of art. Shepard denies his audience a hero riding off into the sunset and both the cowboy and horse succumb to realities of the environment, but in this drama the art rambles on.
